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ABSTRACT
The idea of learning overcomplete dictionaries based on the paradigm
of compressive sensing has found numerous applications, among
which image denoising is considered one of the most successful.
But many state-of-the-art denoising techniques inherently assume
that the signal noise is Gaussian. We instead propose to learn
overcomplete dictionaries where the signal is allowed to have both
Gaussian and (sparse) Laplacian noise. Dictionary learning in this
setting leads to a difficult non-convex optimization problem, which
is further exacerbated by large input datasets. We tackle these
difficulties by developing an efficient online algorithm that scales
to data size. To assess the efficacy of our model, we apply it to
dictionary learning for data that naturally satisfy our noise model,
namely, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptors. For
these data, we measure performance of the learned dictionary on
the task of nearest-neighbor retrieval: compared to methods that
do not explicitly model sparse noise our method exhibits superior
performance.
Index Terms— denoising, sparsity, dictionary learning
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Transform (SIFT) descriptors [6]. Since a typical image can have
several hundred SIFT descriptors, speeding up the matching is a key
requirement. To that end, one can use hashing as alluded to above.
First, we learns an overcomplete dictionary from a large collection
of SIFT descriptors; then, we reconstruct an input descriptor using
this dictionary. The basis vectors used for the reconstruction yield
the set J of nonzero indices. But to successfully use J for hashing,
we must first model the underlying noise present in the input descriptors. Otherwise, some of the basis vectors will end up reconstructing
noise, thereby corrupting the set J , and defaulting the hashing.
In [5], the SIFT descriptors were assumed to be noise free. This
assumption is unrealistic, and a more careful analysis reveals that
matching SIFT descriptors are approximately distorted Gaussian
plus sparse noise. This observation is illustrated in Fig. 1, which
plots the difference between two SIFT descriptors corresponding to
the same keypoint from two different images. The plot indicates that
while variations in most dimensions are small, some of the dimensions display high variations. These variations can be described well
by a Gaussian plus sparse (Laplace) noise model, and we propose
below such a model for denoising SIFT descriptors by embedding
the denoising task within a dictionary learning framework.

1. INTRODUCTION
0.25

An ingredient fundamental to several applications in machine learning, computer vision, and image processing is retrieving points
similar to an input query. This retrieval usually processes points that
are represented by high-dimensional feature descriptors (e.g., Shape
contexts [1], Histogram of Gradients [2]), and similarity is computed by nearest neighbors. But computing nearest neighbors (NN)
for high-dimensional representations is prohibitively expensive,
whereby alternative approaches must be considered [3, 4]. We propose an alternative method based on a signal processing viewpoint:
feature descriptors are viewed as discrete signals corrupted by noise;
and the NN operation is reduced to finding the underlying denoised
descriptor from a collection of noisy descriptors.
Assume therefore, that each data point is encoded by a feature
descriptor f ∈ Rd , and a few noisy variants of it fi (1 ≤ i ≤ k),
such that fi = f + ǫi , where each ǫi represents noise. Suppose
now that f has a sparse representation in an overcomplete dictionary
D, i.e., there is a p-sparse vector x such that Dx = f . So, if
Jf = hj1 , j2 , · · · , jp i (where p ≪ d), is an ordered listing of the
non-zero indices of x, then J may be viewed as an encoding of the
subspace in which f lives, and thus it can be used as a new descriptor
for f . This idea has a useful consequence: if we remove ǫi from each
of the fi ’s, then all of them will have the same tuple descriptor. Now,
since the tuple J can be used to index into a hash table, the NN (or
rather k-NN) operation essentially reduces to a denoising operation.
This idea was used in [5] for the task of finding corresponding points across image pairs based on the Scale Invariant Feature
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Fig. 1. A plot of the difference between the two SIFT descriptors of
the same keypoint in two different images.
2. BACKGROUND
Before we describe the technical details, we briefly review some
relevant background on denoising and dictionary learning. Due to
space concerns we do not provide a detailed literature review; we
refer the reader to the useful surveys [7, 8] for denoising; for dictionary learning, see [9, 10, 11] and references therein. Below we recap
some immediately relevant work and concepts.
Laplacian plus white Gaussian noise models are investigated in
[12], but under the restrictive assumption that the sparse basis is
known. These methods use underlying properties of the signal to
separate it from the noise, and therefore do not apply to the signals
we work with in this paper. A paper closer in spirit to our approach
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leads to the Normal-Laplace distribution [15] for modeling the noise;
for a random variable ξ this has the pdf:
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is [10], where an image denoising framework based on dictionary
learning is suggested. But [10] assume the signal to have only zeromean Gaussian noise, a limitation when additional Laplacian noise
is present. Our paper presents, to our knowledge, the first denoising
algorithm based on dictionary learning, that explicitly accounts for
sparse noise.
Compressive sensing involves acquiring and reconstructing signals that are known to be sparse in an appropriate basis [13, 14],
such that only a very small number of samples (in contrast to those
prescribed by the Shannon-Nyquist theorem) are sufficient to reconstruct the signal. Formally, Let x ∈ Rn be the input signal, and let
Φ ∈ O(n) be an orthonormal basis such that for a sparse coefficient
vector c ∈ Rn , one has x = Φc. Compressive sensing says that
given a sensing matrix Ψ ∈ Rd×n (usually d ≪ n), a low dimensional sample y = ΨΦc is enough to recover the underlying signal
x. This recovery may be achieved by solving
minc

kck0

subject to ky − ΨΦck22 ≤ ǫ,

where Φ represents the cdf of N (0, 1). It is well known that there
is no closed form for this density and thus to make this problem
computationally tractable, we introduce an auxiliary variable Z =
X + ǫg , with which we obtain the sparse-noise model:
Y = Z + ǫs

(3)

The true signal X is assumed to be described by a sparse linear combination of an underlying dictionary, so that an instance x of the
true-signal X satisfies
x ≈ Dc,
(4)
where D denotes the underlying dictionary and c a sparse vector.
Our aim is to recover a dictionary D, given just the set of observations {y1 , . . . , yN }, which we collect as the columns of the
observation matrix Y . Assuming our sparse-noise model (3) and
the linear relation (4), the dictionary learning task may be cast as
XN
kxi − Dci k22 + γi kci k1
min ψ(C, X , Z, D) := 12

(1)

where ǫ ≥ 0 models potentially noisy measurements. Formulation (1) has two practical limitations: (i) it is NP-hard; and (ii) often, knowing the sensing matrix Ψ or the orthonormal matrix Φ is
non-trivial. The first limitation is tackled by relaxing the ℓ0 -quasinorm to the ℓ1 -norm; the resulting problem is convex, and by the
well-known restricted isometry conditions, its solution perfectly recovers the desired signal [14]. To mitigate the second issue, dictionary learning methods have been suggested [9], where an incoherent
overcomplete dictionary D is learned directly from a collection of
samples yk , (k = 1, . . . , N ), by solving the following optimization
problem:
XN
min
kyk − Dck k22 + λkck k1 ;
(2)
D ,c 1 ,...,c n

Z = X + ǫg .

i=1

+ λi kyi − zi k1 + 12 βi kzi − xi k22 ,
subject to C ∈ C, X ∈ X , Z ∈ Z, D ∈ D,

(5)

where λi , βi , and γi are (known) scalar parameters; C, X , Z, and D
are optional convex sets modeling additional constraints that may be
desirable. The first two terms of ψ model the sparse relation (4); the
third term models the sparse noise between yi and zi , while the last
term models the Gaussian noise between zi and xi .
One way to optimize (5) is via block coordinate-descent, where
one cycles through the blocks C, X , Z, and D. While such
block steps might be easy, they can be computationally demanding.
A potentially less demanding alternative is the subgradient (SG)
method [16], which proceeds as follows: Let θ = (C, X , Z, D) be
the parameters, and Ω = C × X × Z × D the constraint-set; then
SG iterates
θ t+1 = PΩ (θ t − αt g t ),
(6)

k=1

here, to prevent degeneracy a normalization condition kdj k2 ≤ 1 is
usually placed on each column dj of matrix D.
2.1. Dictionary Learning for Nearest Neighbors
The key idea in using denoising for accelerating nearest neighbors
lies in the following observation: suppose the dictionary has N basis vectors, but only r of them are required to reconstruct
a given

input vector to a reasonable accuracy, then there are Nr unique basis combinations possible. Assuming N is large, then adjusting r,
there is a high probability that each data vector gets a unique active
set. This idea was used in [5], who proposed a tuple representation of
an input signal obtained by identifying with the nonzero basis components. Such a representation aids in directly indexing a hash table,
making nearest neighbors an extremely fast operation. A drawback
of this naı̈ve identification is it does not account for noise in the descriptors; some of the basis vectors will be activated to reconstruct
noise, defaulting the method. We present below a new method that
explicitly models the noise, filtering them, so that only the true signal
gets sparsified by the dictionary.

where g t ∈ ∂ψ(θ t ) is a subgradient, and αt > 0 is a stepsize.
The bulk of the computation in (6) lies in computing g t . This computation becomes unattractive when the number of observations N ,
grows large. Since in our denoising application, N is usually large
(N > 105 ), we need a better alternative. A practical, scalable, and
effective alternative is developed below.
3.1. Online Dictionary Learning
Since our ultimate goal is to recover a good dictionary D, let us
recast (5) in a more suitable form. Ignoring constraints for the moment, by separating entities varying with i from the parts that remain
constant, we may rewrite (5) as the nested minimization1
XN
minD Φ(D) =
φi (ui ; D),
(7)

3. OUR APPROACH: SPARSE DENOISING

i=1

Assume that the observed signal is corrupted by independent zeromean Gaussian and sparse noise. Thus, denoting the true signal by
the random variable X, the observed signal Y may be modeled as

where ui = (ci , xi , zi ), and φi is defined as the minimum
− Dci k22 + γi kci k1

+ λi kyi − zi k1 + 12 βi kzi − xi k22 .

φi (ui ; D) := minu i

Y = X + ǫg + ǫs ,
where ǫg ∼ N (0, σ12 ) is Gaussian noise, while ǫs ∼ L(0, σ2 ) is
Laplacian (sparse) noise. A convolution of these random variables

1
kxi
2

(8)

1 A similar reformulation, for a simpler problem was also used by [11],
though the ultimate algorithm used was more complicated than ours.

2

D t+1 = PD (D t − αt ∇D φk (uk ; D t )),

(9)

where 1 ≤ k ≤ N is some
and αt is a step-size should satisfy
P index,
t
= ∞ (e.g., αt ∝ 1/t). The set D
limt αt = 0 and limt j αj=1
represents the constraints kdj k2 ≤ 1, on each column dj of D.
Under suitable assumptions, one can show that Φ(D t ) → Φ(D ∗ ),
where D ∗ is a stationary-point [17].
Remark: The basic stochastic-gradient iteration (9) may be augmented by incorporating curvature information and iterating

Dictionary Learning. We use 500,000 SIFT descriptors, each of
dimension 128, to learn an overcomplete dictionary. Since it is not
practical to simultaneously store all the descriptors in RAM, our online method S OLD is particularly suited for this problem. To accelerate S OLD further, we use mini-batches of size 10 while executing
the stochastic gradient descent iterations.
The optimal dictionary size is obtained via cross-validation.
Specifically, we learn dictionaries with varying number of bases,
and then test their recall performance on a test dataset of 1000 descriptors. The recall values are shown in Fig. 2; the maximum recall
is obtained on a dictionary with 1024 vectors, so we use this dictionary for the subsequent experiments. The plot also indicates that
increasing the dictionary size does not help improve NN accuracy,
perhaps because the basis vectors become increasingly coherent.

where S t is an appropriate positive-definite matrix [17].
The only remaining details are on how to solve (8). This computation can be split into three sub-iterations (with s = 0, 1, . . .):
xs+1
i
zis+1

= argminx
= argminz

1
kxsi − Dck22 + γi kck1 ,
2
1
k22 + 21 βi kzis − xk22 ,
kx − Dcs+1
i
2
k22 .
λi kz − yi k1 + 12 βi kz − xs+1
i

(10a)
(10b)
(10c)

Assuming for simplicity that there are no additional constraints on
the variables, these subproblems can be solved as follows:
cs+1
= L ASSO(xsi , D, γi )
i
=
=

)
+ Dcs+1
(1 + βi )
i
s+1
s+1
yi + sgn(xi − yi ) · (|xi
−1

(11a)

(βi zis

500

(11b)

400

− yi | − λi /βi )+ , (11c)

Recall@1000

xs+1
i
s+1
zi

Avg. basis overlap
52%
52%
61%

Table 1. Matching accuracy of NN on a test set of 100 vectors (10dimensional); the learned dictionary had 20 basis vectors.

D t+1 = PD (D t − αt S t ∇D φk (uk ; D t )),

= argminc
cs+1
i

# Perfect matches
4
7
38

Denoising Method
Lasso-based [5]
Gaussian [10]
S OLD (this paper)

Now, we propose to replace iteration (6) by the following stochasticgradient iteration:

where · denotes elementwise multiplication. Theoretically, to obtain the optimal values (c∗i , x∗i , zi∗ ) we must iterate (10a)–(10c) to
convergence, but we iterate these only a few times for efficiency.
Combining the above details we obtain our new algorithm: Sparse
Online Learning of Dictionaries (S OLD), for which we now present
numerical results to demonstrate its effectiveness.
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Fig. 2. Recall with varying dictionary size (on 1000 data points).
Signal-to-Noise Ratio. We now look at the accuracy of S OLD in
reconstructing a SIFT descriptor as noise-power is varied. For a true
descriptor x we obtain an approximation Dc via S OLD, which we
compare by using the relative reconstruction error:

4. EXPERIMENTS
We present several experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness of S OLD. Our first set of results is in a controlled setting
with synthetic data, while our second batch of experiments assesses
feature matching performance on a real SIFT dataset. All the experiments compare the performance of S OLD to the Lasso-based [5] and
Gaussian denoising solutions [10].

ǫR := kx − Dck2 /kxk2 .

(12)

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 demonstrate S OLD’s performance for varying noise
power when only sparse noise is present and when both sparse and
Gaussian noise are present. We compare the reconstruction error values ǫR of S OLD against Lasso-based and Gaussian denoising. The
figures show that compared to the other two methods, our sparse denoising framework achieves the lowest reconstruction error.

4.1. Simulation
For our controlled setting, we experiment with 10-dimensional vectors drawn from a known sparse basis, and distorted with both Gaussian and Laplacian noise. We generate 50,000 samples of such vectors, and use them to learn a 10 × 20 dictionary. We then test the dictionary by using (11) to compute a relevant nonzero basis. A perfect
match happens when all the nonzero indices in the sparsified query
and the database descriptors match exactly. Table. 1 shows the nearest neighbors performance of our algorithm on a test-set with 100
data vectors. The table shows that for data satisfying the proposed
noise model, our algorithm significantly outperforms competing approaches in correctly matching the data vectors.
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To show that S OLD is effective beyond mere simulated data, we now
experiment with actual SIFT data. We base S OLD’s effectiveness
on its ability to sparsify the SIFT descriptors and on the quality of
NN search enabled by the sparse coefficients. We use the benchmark dataset of [18] for both training and testing; each of the SIFT
descriptors was normalized to have zero mean and unit variance.
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Fig. 3. A plot of the reconstruction error with only Laplacian sparse
noise ∼ L(0, 0.1) with varying noise power.
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